
Praise be the first water-resistant wristwatch,
used by a woman swimming the English
Channel, 1927, a Rolex, her name Mercedes
Gleitze, member of the English nation, Oc-
tober 2I.

Praise the difficult jobs of tower clocks, where
the wind catching the hands will put pres-
sures on the going train, disturbing thereby
the rate. .

Praise be the wristwatch, small heliotropic ma-
chine, that it do nothing but be designed to
approximate the location of a star traveling
through our part of the Kosmos.

Praise to the forty-two rivers of Switzerland,
drained in the four directions, the North Sea
via the Rhine, the Mediterranean via the
Rhone, the Adriatic through the Po and
Adige, and the Black Sea by the banks of the
Danube, that by these waters were the first
lathes of the watchmaking Swiss turned.

Praise be the fake Rolex.
Praise that Gemma Frisius, Dutch astronomer,

forwarded, 1530, a solution to the problem of
longitude at sea by suggesting that a clock be
taken to sea while set to the time of the
home port, and that in a sense then the clock
itself would bear its own cargo: the substan-
tial yet weightless cargo of the time at home,
for in this way it would bear the knowledge
of the angle of the sun at the home port,
which can be compared to the angle of the
sun at a ship's current position using an on-
board sextant or octant or quad-
rant, and in this way become
the key to determining the lon-
gitudinal position of a ship on
the sea.

Praise also that the word "clock"
comes from the French cloche,
meaning "bell," the German
glocke, and the Saxon clugga,
what happened there?

Also praise that we now see the
wrist as an obvious place to
mount a timepiece on the body.
But in 1617 Galileo invented a
brass helmet he called a celawne,
essentially a large clock, a mask-
like bucket into which a person
would insert his head to the
chin, apportioned with various
holes, for the purpose of telling
the time by enabling the wearer
easily to align his sight, via built-
in transept, plumb line, and tele-
scope, to view the cycling of
what Galileo calted the "Jovian
clock," which was a "natural
clock" that hung in the sky near
Jupiter and is constituted by the

movement of the four then visible moons of
Jupiter, thus telling by their position the time
of day and the longitude, which means that
the first body-mounted clock was a helmet.

Oh, and also praise the watchmaker who invent-
ed a spring-detent tourbillon, as well the
constant-force tourbillon, as well the astro-
nomically planetary watch, the sympathique
clock-watch combination, the self-winding
perpetual-calendar pocket watch, the fusee-
detent escapement and the constant-force
remontoir. Praise the watch for showing the
retrograde date, the moon-phase, and the equa-
tion of time, and praise as well the karrusel
movement, which answered the same prob-
lem as the tourbillon,simpler to produce, longer
lasting, and more accurate, it made by a Dane
and not a Swiss,and therefore is to this day not
much made, as people will pay for the tourbil-
Ion because of its gratuitous complexity and
Swiss heritage, ridiculous.

Praise I guess to the SwissFederation, small mul-
tilingual country, lacustrine, landlocked, alpine,
home of the Alpen, Hammurabic, that Han-
nibal's elephants shook there, poor them, and
how did they get to the Alps, I looked it up,
Hannibal Barca's thirty-seven elephants
marched with him fromSpain acrossthe Rhone,
crossing the Alps in sixteen days,needing three
days afterward to recover from fatigue, also
strange the glacial banks of Switzerland pour
their wealth into time measure, such that by
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From United States Patent 7,255 ;627, "Garment device convert-
ible to one or more facemasks," issued August 14, 2007, to Avocet
Polymer Technologies, Inc., of Illinois. In the version of the inven-
tion portrayed here, the cups of a brassiere convert into two air-
purification masks, one for the wearer of the bra and one for a
bystander, to be used in case of biologicalor chemical warfare, nu-
clear accidents, or pollution.
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